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To receive your FREE weekly HANDBRAKES & 
HAIRPINS eMagazine, or if you’d like to share 
this with a friend please send your e-mail address 
to evan.hhmag@gmail.com. HANDBRAKES & 
HAIRPINS is not a SPAM e-mail: email addresses 
are added to the mailing list voluntarily.

All content copyrighted property of HANDBRAKES & 
HAIRPINS, 2007-12. This publication is fully protected 
by copyright and nothing may be reprinted in whole 
or in part without written permission from the editor. 
While reasonable precautions have been taken to ensure 
the accuracy of information from sources and given to 
readers, the editor cannot accept responsibility for any 
inconvenience or damage that may arise therefrom.
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Editor Evan Rothman

Favourite rally car? Audi Quattro S2
Current favourite WRC driver? Mads Østberg
Favourite WRC rally? WRC Rallye Deutschland
Favourite rally? Total Rally, South Africa

Tweets too much about rallying, loves nothing 
more than spectating on a forest rally, and has 
aspirations of being the world’s greatest rally 
journalist. He’s also oftentimes seen with a 
camera in one hand and his mobile phone in the 
other.

E-mail us evan.hhmag@gmail.com
Call us +27 83 452 6892
Surf us http://wp.me/pkXc
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Photojournalist Eva Kovkova

Favourite rally car? Citroën C4 WRC
Current favourite WRC driver? Mads Østberg
Favourite WRC rally? Vodafone Rally de Portugal
Favourite rally? White Nights Rally, Lahdenpohja, 
Russia

Likes to walk in the Swedish snow forests or on 
Portuguese dusty hills, likes to freeze, to get wet 
in the rain or to melt from the heat during photo 
hunts for fl ying cars and smiling faces. Also is 
known as a press ice bear working for South 
Africa :)
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The Citroën Racing offi ces have created and developed three The Citroën Racing offi ces have created and developed three 
world-beating rally cars. Has this company met its match in world-beating rally cars. Has this company met its match in 
Volkswagen Motorsport in 2013?Volkswagen Motorsport in 2013?
Picture: Citroën Racing.Picture: Citroën Racing.
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START RAMP
n. motorsport. A start ramp serves as the ceremonial start of a rally, and gives 

fans a chance to see their rally heroes being interviewed before driving over the 

podium and onto the fi rst special stage.



SOUTH AFRICA:SOUTH AFRICA:
2013 SEASON 2013 SEASON 
ARRIVES SOONARRIVES SOON



The South African Rally Championship has been on a 
high for some seasons now, and the 2013 calendar 
posted recently certainly sets this year’s competition 
up for more of the high-speed and sideways antics of 
the country’s best rally crews.
 The uncertain fi nancial climate around the world 
has gripped South Africa too, and last season ended with 
a series of sponsorship musical chairs that have yet to be 
fi nalised. A handful number of regular National Championship 
competitors have yet to indicate their entry into the Series 
beginning in less than two months’ time, as sponsors have 
abandoned their campaigns as the economy bites once more.

Here’s the 2013 SARC calendar:
08/09 March - Total Rally - Kwazulu Natal
19/20 April - Sasol Rally - Mpumalanga
31 May/01 June - Toyota Gauteng Dealer Rally - Gauteng
12/13 July - Volkswagen Rally - Eastern Cape
16/17 August - Gauteng Rally - Gauteng
13/14 September - Toyota Cape Dealer Rally - Western Cape
19/20 October - Polokwane Rally - Limpopo
15/16 November - Garden Route Rally - Western Cape

With 19 Class S2000 entries a regular sight at events in 
2012, all in the sport are hoping for a similar picture this 
year. Last year’s Drivers’ and Co-Drivers’ Champions Mark 
Cronje and Robin Houghton and team-mates Jon and Doug 
Williams, for example, are without sponsors for 2013 - a 
result of sponsorship musical chairs. HANDBRAKES & 
HAIRPINS will bring you the latest news and team updates 
as they become available. H&H
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  more high-speed and 
sideways antics from the 
country’s best rally crews
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SERVICE PARK
n. motorsport. The main operational base for all the teams, in which all checks, main-

tenance and running repairs to the cars must be carried out subject to strict time 

limits.



MERC QATAR INT’L RALLY:MERC QATAR INT’L RALLY:
AL-ATTIYAH MAKES IT TENAL-ATTIYAH MAKES IT TEN



Qatar’s Nasser Saleh Al-Attiyah and Italian co-driver 
Giovanni Bernacchini emerged triumphant after 
one of the closest battles in the history of the Qatar 
International Rally, the traditional opening round 
of the FIA Middle East Rally Championship (MERC), 
which fi nished in Doha on Saturday afternoon.
 Driving his Autotek-run Ford Fiesta RRC, the Qatari 
was made to work harder than ever before for his record-
breaking tenth Qatar International Rally victory and his 46th 
career MERC win.
 Abu Dhabi’s Sheikh Khalid Al-Qassimi (Citroën 
DS3) and British navigator Scott Martin pushed him all the 
way until they suffered a fl at tyre on SS10. The Qatari then 
pushed home his advantage over the closing kilometres 
to seal victory by the margin of 55.7sec and a maximum 
points’ haul at the start of a new season of Middle East 
rallying.
 “All credit to Khalid for the way he drove this week 
but it is fantastic for me to win,” said Al-Attiyah. “Winning in 
Qatar is always a special feeling and to take my tenth win 
here is superb.”
 Al-Attiyah led 17 rivals into the new 21.81km Al-
Shabhana stage for the fi rst time to start the rally. Tactics 
would come into play from the outset and all eyes were on 
whether the Qatari and his closest rivals would push hard to 
try and take the early advantage.
 The nine-time rally winner set the target time of 
10min 48.1sec and edged into a 05.5sec advantage over Al-
Rajhi, with Khaled Al-Qassimi a close third. Al-Rajhi caught 
the dust of Sheikh Abdullah Al-Qassimi and was granted a 
three-minute starting gap for SS2, despite puncturing two 
tyres. It was proof he had been at ‘full attack’.
 Al-Kuwari and Al-Suwaidi were fourth and fi fth, 
but Kuwait’s Meshari Al-Thefi ri dropped six minutes to the 
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 Winning in Qatar is 
always a special feeling
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leaders and Jordan’s Zaid Dahshan retired with fuel pump 
issues at the end of the stage.
 The 24km of the new Umm Wishah stage followed 
and Al-Attiyah reached the fl ying fi nish in 11min 58.1sec, 
but he was pegged back by a fl ying Al-Qassimi in the works 
Citroën. Al-Rajhi was even quicker and a stunning time by 
the Saudi pushed him into the overall lead. Turkey’s Burcu 
Cetinkaya crashed her Mitsubishi and managed to continue, 
and rear axle problems accounted for Edith Weiss’ early 
departure.
 Crews had feared the outcome of the third 25km 
Al-Karaana stage after the recce. The last few kilometres 
were particularly rocky and no one intended to risk their cars 
on this section. The special came back to bite Al-Rajhi: he 
damaged a wheel and the front suspension in the stage and 
was forced out of the running, as Al-Qassimi maybe took 
one too many risks himself and escaped with a midday lead 
of 04.3s over a more cautious Al-Attiyah.
 Al-Suwaidi completed SS3 with a broken drive 
shaft sustained at the end of SS2 and punctures were 
commonplace, with Abdulaziz Al-Kuwari destroying the 
right-hand rear of his car after a tyre disintegrated and Alaa 
Rasheed damaging several tyres.
 “It was just not worth pushing hard in there,” said 
Al-Attiyah. “Yazeed had his problem, Khalid damaged the 
front of his car, it was a matter of getting through safely.”
 Cetinkaya pulled out at the service point: “I rolled 
one time and landed on the side of the car in the second 
stage and carried on but I should have stopped there and 
gone for SupeRally,” said Cetinkaya. “Instead I did another 
stage and had more problems with tyres and lost more 
time.”
 The three stages were repeated in the heat of the 
afternoon over deteriorating track surfaces and Al-Attiyah 
attacked and shaved over 16sec off his fi rst run through 
the Al-Shabhana stage. He beat Al-Qassimi by 07.2sec and 
moved into a 02.9sec lead, as Al-Kuwari and Al-Suwaidi held 
third and fourth overall.
 A repeat of SS2 was next up and Al-Qassimi was 
quickest again by 05.8sec to retake the overall lead from 
Al-Attiyah by just 02.9sec. Al-Kuwari also beat Al-Attiyah to 
retain a solid third place, but Alaa Rasheed lost fi fth position 
and retired after a series of puncture-related incidents.
  The second run through SS3 was treacherous 
and Al-Attiyah emerged with the quickest time to hold an 
overnight lead of 04.8sec.
 Six of the original 18 entrants used Super Rally to 
restart the Day Two alongside 11 survivors and six different 
special stages were used. A lack of spare parts for his Ford 
Fiesta forced Jordan’s Ala’a Rasheed to call it a day. Al-Rajhi 
had retired from fi rst position on the third stage on Day 
One, but the convenient ruling enabled the Saudi to slot into 
seventh overall and fi fth on the road, albeit 19min 43sec 
behind leader Al-Qassimi.

 The Emirati had been handed a 02.2sec overnight 
lead when a 07sec stage timing card discrepancy was 
amended at rally headquarters late on Day One’s evening. 
That meant that the Abu Dhabi driver opened proceedings 
through the fi rst 26km stage and carried out “stage 
cleaning” duties. It was hardly what he needed if he was to 
beat the nine-time Qatar Rally winner.
 Al-Attiyah was not to be denied and the fastest 
time turned the tables around and gave the Qatari a lead of 
04.1sec. Al-Kuwari and Al-Suwaidi consolidated their third 
and fourth places, but Al-Rajhi was only fourth quickest and 
still climbed a place in the rankings when Group N leader 
Abdullah Al-Kuwari lost four minutes.
 It was a disappointing start to the day for the Abu 
Dhabi Racing duo of Majid Al-Shamsi and rookie Mohamed 
Al-Mutawaa; Al-Shamsi had reported technical issues and 
Al-Mutawaa rolled on his MERC debut.
 Al-Attiyah was now on full song and he pressed 
home his advantage through Mekaines 1 and extended his 
lead to 16.9sec heading to the refuelling point and the fi rst 
run through the Salwa stage. But the Emirati hit back and 
the fastest time trimmed Al-Attiyah’s advantage to 15.2sec 
before the main service of the day at Qatar Aqua Park.
 Al-Qassimi punctured and was 14sec slower the 
second time through the QMMF stage. Al-Attiyah virtually 
ensured the rally win by extending his lead to 49.9sec with a 
stunning stage performance. Abdullah Al-Kuwari lost further 
time with tyre issues and slipped into the clutches of Bader 
Al-Jabri in the battle for Group N supremacy heading into the 
fi nal two stages.
 Al-Attiyah extended his advantage to 56.8sec 
through the penultimate stage and headed to the fi nal 
run through Salwa in a comfortable position. He made no 
mistake over the remaining 20.25km and confi rmed a tenth 
home rally win in 11 years. Jordan’s Zaid Dahshan failed to 
start the 11th stage, but 14 cars made it to the fi nish from 
the original 18 starters. The next round of the regional series 
will take place in Kuwait in March.

Final Overall Classifi cation:
01) N. Al-Attiyah/G. Bernacchini 
       Ford Fiesta - 02h 16m 47.2s
02) K. Al-Qassimi/S. Martin
       Citroën DS3 - 02h 17m 42.9s
03) A. Al-Kuwari/K. Duffy 
       Ford Fiesta - 02h 21m 02.2s
04) K. Al-Suwaidi/N. Arena
       Ford Fiesta - 02h 22m 36.2s
05) A. Al-Qassimi/S. Lancaster 
       Ford Fiesta - 02h 32m 39.4s
06) Y. Al-Rajhi/M. Orr
       Ford Fiesta - 02h 38m 39.6s
07) A. Al-Kuwari/K. Al-Kendi
       Mitsubishi Lancer - 02h 54m 07.3s
08) B. Al-Jabri/N. Klinger
       Subaru Impreza - 02h 55m 59.0s
09) M. de Nora/S. Secchi 
       Subaru Impreza - 03h 02m 32.8s
10) M. Al-Sahlawi/A. Harryman 
       Citroën DS3 R3 - 03h 13m 24.1s

H&H



PARC FERME
n. motorsport. A secure car park where competing 

cars must be left, and where no maintenance, repairs, 

or enhancements may be performed.



ERC RALLY LV: ERC RALLY LV: 
NEW RALLY, NEW RALLY, 
NEW SEASONNEW SEASON



Going fast on snow is big news – just ask downhill 
skier Johan Clarey, who became the fi rst person in 
history to top 100mph (161kph) during a World Cup 
skiing event in Switzerland recently.
 In the FIA European Rally Championship, the 
drivers go even faster on snow – considerably faster in fact 
– and will be demonstrating just how fast when the series 
heads to Latvia for the fi rst time this week for Rally Liepāja-
Ventspils (01 - 03 February).
 Taking place between the cities of Liepāja (say 
Leepia) and Ventspils on Latvia’s Baltic coast to the west of 
the capital Riga, Rally Liepāja-Ventspils is a brand new event 
and the fi rst designated pure snow rally to form part of the 
ERC schedule since the series was restructured in 2004.
 Forty crews will be in action on 15 stages split 
between three legs over a competitive distance of 243km. 
However, because the distance covered on leg one does not 
exceed 25 percent of the total competitive length, bonus 
points will only be handed out to the top seven competitors 
in the overall, Production Car Cup and 2WD classifi cations 
after legs two and three.
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 One of several exciting elements of Rally Liepāja-
Ventspils will be the Qualifying Stage, which gets underway 
at 09h30 local time on Friday on a 5.89km course. Following 
a period of Free Practice, 12 priority crews get one run to go 
as fast as possible. At 13h00 local time following the pre-
event press conference, the quickest driver in qualifying will 
select their starting position for later in the day fi rst with 
the second fastest driver next to choose and so on until all 
drivers have made their selection. Non-priority drivers will 
start leg one in seeded order.
 Road position can be crucial on loose-surface rallies. 
On snow events, the preference is to start lower down 
the order in the event of recent snowfall to benefi t from a 

more compact and stable surface. However, it can also pay 
to start closer to the front of the fi eld if the stage surface 
deteriorates with ruts forming and the gravel base beneath 
becoming exposed. When this occurs, the studded tyres 
used on winter rallies to carve through the surface snow and 
bite into the rock-hard ice beneath, are liable to signifi cant 
damage, which leads to a loss of grip.
 The battle for outright victory is likely to be between 
leading seeds Jari Ketomaa, Craig Breen and François 
Delecour. The ERC 2WD Championship will also provide 
plenty of action with category leader Hannes Danzinger 
(Renault Clio R3) up against, among others, top Latvian Ralfs 
Sirmacis (Ford Fiesta R2) and Italian Elwis Chentre (Skoda 

Fabia R2). Stéphane Lefebvre, meanwhile, will be giving 
Peugeot’s 208 R2 its ERC debut.
 As well as Peugeot 207 S2000 drivers Breen and 
Delecour and Ford Fiesta RRC-mounted Ketomaa, Jan Černý, 
who will pilot a Fabia S2000, is the reigning ERC 2WD 
Champion and a future prospect, and Antonín Tlusťák too. 
Raimonds Kisiels is the highest-seeded local driver in a MINI 
John Cooper Works S2000. H&H



Mads Ostberg (Qatar M-Sport World Rally Team) has the best Mads Ostberg (Qatar M-Sport World Rally Team) has the best 
opportunity to shine in 2013. Starting his season off with a opportunity to shine in 2013. Starting his season off with a 
confi dence-boosting performance in Monte Carlo, he will return to confi dence-boosting performance in Monte Carlo, he will return to 
Sweden next month to move two steps higher up the leader board Sweden next month to move two steps higher up the leader board 
than in 2012.than in 2012.
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